Coordinated Transit
& NEMT
Integrated Scheduling Finally Done Right.

The Product
Ecolane’s Coordinated Transit solution is
built upon the same proven technology
that distinguishes Ecolane’s product from
everything else in the market. The software
provides transportation coordinators or
brokers the ability to cost effectively manage
all aspects of a transportation service, identify
public transportation solutions, and process
claims within a single, unified interface.
The solution automates provider management,
funding source compliance, and trip
assignments and presents coordinators with
the operational freedom to focus on other
aspects of their business. What sets Ecolane’s
technology apart is the ability to plan trips
with continuous schedule optimization that
automatically responds to changes in real-time.
Over 40 standard reports are included with
the software to better enable transit providers
to forecast, plan and make decisions. Need
information exported to Word, PDF, Excel or
CSV files for further processing? Not a problem.
Ecolane DRT can handle that too.

www.ecolane.com

Coordinated Transit & NEMT Highlights
Ability to schedule based on least-cost provider, most efficient
routing, or combination of the two
Real-time system management dashboard
Automated compliance checks
Real-time schedule optimization
Permissions based provider portal access
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Coordinated Transit & NEMT Visualized in Steps
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Coordinator/broker
receives a trip request
from a client

The coordinator
software assigns trips
to provider based
upon pre-determined
criteria such as price,
funding source,
and optimization
preferences

Trips are reviewed in
the Provider Portal and
accepted or rejected by
agency personnel

The transit provider
manages customer
transport manually, via
third-party dispatch
software*

Providers using
manual or third party
methods record the
trip planning outcome
in the portal to make a
claim*

* Not needed if using Ecolane DRT

Additional Features & Highlights
Online Trip Ordering

Quick and accessible experience
for customers

Reporting

Mobile
App

Dashboard

Built-in, easy-to-understand reports
Performance assessments to identify operational
efficiencies and inefficiencies

Industry-leading mobile app
provides unparalleled selfservice capabilities to transit
agency riders

Quick and accessible
experience
for customers
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